[Identification of hepatitis B virus genotypes in patients with chronic hepatitis B from different nationalities in ethnic minority areas in Yunnan Province, China].
To determine whether there is evolutionary difference in hepatitis B virus (HBV) genotypes among the patients with chronic hepatitis B (CHB) of different nationalities and its clinical significance. Peripheral blood samples were collected from 50 CHB patients, 25 of diverse nationalities and 25 of Han nationality from the ethnic minority regions in Yunnan Province, China, The HBV preS2/S (pre S2/S) and C genes were amplified by PCR. The PCR products were inserted into the vector pBluescriptIISK (pBS). The cloned preS2/S and C genes were sequenced. The sequences of HBV preS2/S and C genes from the 50 patients were 846 (with 49.1% of GC) and 552 (with 46.1% of GC) nucleotides (nt) in length, and encoded 281 and 183 amino acids (aa) respectively. These findings were registered in GenBank Accession Numbers: AY517619, AY517620, AY517488, AY517489, AY517598, AY517599. Compared with the HBV and subtype sequences in the GenBank database, the HBV preS2/S and C genes among all the subjects were homologous to ayw1 in sequence by 97.5% - 98.6% and 94.5% - 97.8% respectively. The "a" determinant region of S genes in all cases were found to be Arginine (AGA) and Lysine (AAA) at corresponding aa 122nd and 160th respectively. HBV genotype B was identified in all patients with CHB (ayw1 subtype). Genotypes A, C, D, E, F, G, and H were not detected in any of them. The quasi-species nature of the HBV in the sera was observed in 2 of the 50 samples examined (4%). There was not a significant difference in the prevalence of HBV genotype B between the 25 diverse nationality patients and the 25 control Han nationality patients (P > 0.05). In the 50 CHB patients, the preS2/S genes were identified to have aa substitutions at the positions R124K (1.1%), L172P (1.3%), M306T (1.5%), and I361M (1.6%), with a frequency of more than 1%. In all subjects, the frequency of aa G145R (0.4%) substitutions was less than 1%. In all subjects, nt variations of C genes caused aa substitutions among aa 27 - 63, 80 - 110, and 135 - 153 involved in T and B cell epitopes. In 45 CHB patients, C genes was identified to have aa substitutions at the positions V 27, N38, V63, Q135, and A147, due to nt variations of 1979A to G, 2012T to A, 2088G to T, 2304C to A, and 2339A to G transitions respectively. The frequency of aa substitutions of C genes was more than 1%. Whereas as for the other 5 severe CHB patients, the C gene variations of A to G, and A to C transitions at nt positions 2159 and 2189 led to aa substitutions of S to G and I to L at positions G87 and L97. No insertion or deletion was found in preS2/S and C regions. HBV genotype B was not relevant to different nationalities (all P > 0.05). It is the first time that the genotype of the HBV epidemic strains in the ethnic minority areas of Yunnan Province has been identified as genotype B subtype ayw1. The HBV genotype B is not related with nationality. A novel genotyping method by using PCR, gene cloning, followed by DNA sequencing that can identify all major genotypes has been developed. HBV genotype B is the geographic original strain in this area and is correlated with the severity of liver diseases and curative effect. HBV viral is the only significant variable associated with the CHB patients' prognosis.